Covid Update
August 21, 2020

Together we will get through this.

We understand that as residents and families we are eager to get out into the communities and back to some normalcy but with this comes risk. With the recent increase of Covid positive cases in our communities we want to encourage you to keep your social bubbles small, and even within these smaller social bubbles wear a mask when you are not able to social or physically distance. Always use good hand hygiene, no matter how clean you think your hands are. Encourage your families, friends and co-workers to also adhere to the recommended precautions – be a leader here at The Hamlets, at work, at your home and with your friends!

With visitation slowly opening within our homes we ask for your assistance in being extra cautious to help us minimize the risks to your loved ones. It has been wonderful seeing the re-connections through the visitations, we remind you that it is still a requirement to wear a mask, eye protection and gown through the full visit. Unfortunately, we must also maintain social / physical distance for the visit, we know this is challenging, but help us adhere to the guidelines so that we can hopefully see further openings in the future.

We recently received notification on a recall of hand sanitizer. We have ensured that this product is not in use in any of our homes but would like to share the details with you to check your own personal supplies. Please view details at the following web page: https://healthy.canadians.gc.ca/recall-alert-rappel-avis/hc-sc/2020/73385a-eng.php

Given the current conditions in both BC and Alberta facing flooding and wildfire, we thought it would be good to provide a resource that may be helpful to you and your family called “Experiencing a Community- Based Natural Disaster” : https://homewood.my.salesforce.com/sfc/p/#F00000006DHr/a/5o0000000E VN/8cr VH_DOrQvf3KWf.7lki7N0rZjf.EsAHQ8FhcC_e54